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Abstract 
Showing the interactions occurring across the various components of a distributed system is a 
very natural way to describe the dynamic behaviour of the system itself. For the purpose of 
dynamic modelling, interaction diagrams are among the most widespread technique. As an 
example, in the communication field, procedures are very often described by means of charts 
showing the message interchange occurring within the system, being protocol specification 
the most classic example. More recently, interaction diagrams are proposed as a substantial 
part of the dynamic behaviour modelling of object oriented methodologies. 
Many of the interaction diagram based techniques defined so far however take in little or no 
account the issue of time. This paper extends interaction diagrams to timed interaction 
diagrams, giving a temporal quantification to the messages being exchanged within a system 
specification. 
We aim at defining a language and a tool for the compositional timed modelling of 
distributed systems; such models can be simulated in order to obtain performance indices 
about the system. TIDe (Timed Interaction Diagram environment) is the result of this 
research. 
Starting from the multiform applications of interaction diagrams, we will show how the basic 
concepts of this representation technique can be elaborated in order to obtain a language 
which allows modularization and temporal quantification. 
Our approach will be related to object oriented methodologies which use interaction diagrams 
(namely Objectory and OMT) and we will show the possibilities to use our tool as a 
simulation complement to such methodologies. Further application of our approach will be 
suggested, first of all the possibility to exploit TIDe description for testing purposes 
(environment emulation). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Many systems (or parts of), can be modelled by means of message interactions: the behaviour 
of the system can be represented at a sufficient level of detail with charts showing such 
interactions. This technique has been widely used within the telecommunication field, e.g. in 
the specification of protocols, which are a typical example of interactions which can be fully 
characterized by message interchange. 

However, such technique can have a broader field of application: whenever a system can 
be abstracted as a group of interacting agents, it can be modelled in this way. 

In the literature, such diagrams are referred to as Interaction Diagrams, Event Trace 
Diagrams, Message Sequence Charts etc., and are used as an intuitive description of the 
behaviour of distributed systems. In spite of being a natural way of representing things, little 
or no effort has been dedicated to bring these diagrams to a full fledged, unambiguous and 
well specified modelling technique. 

The work presented here is aimed at introducing a formal language which can be used to 
describe generic systems according to an interaction diagram technique. The language and 
tool we call TIDe, has been specially designed for the modular development of timed system 
models. Among others, performance evaluation of such systems can be carried out analyzing 
the timed traces produced during simulation with statistical techniques. 

TIDe allows to evaluate the consequences of choices in the design of a distributed system 
at an early stage (what-if analysis), when the basic interactions have been identified. 

We start by relating our approach to previous work in the field of interaction diagrams 
(namely Z.120 [8] and the object-oriented methodologies OMT [3] and Objectory [2]) and 
then we present TIDe in detail using a simple example; finally we will examine the possible 
drawbacks, extensions and other applications of our approach. 

2 TIDE VS. MESSAGE SEQUENCE CHARTS 

The CCITT (now ITU-T) Recommendation Z.120 [8] describes both a textual and a graphic 
syntax for the design of interaction diagrams, called Message Sequence Charts (MSCs). 
MSCs, in their graphical form, are diagrams where entities, represented as vertical lines 
exchange messages represented as arrows between the lines. Messages issued by an entity are 
causally related to messages previously received by the same entity; messages are temporally 
ordered from top to bottom of the chart although no temporal quantification is given. At least 
a couple of issues seem to be missing in such a standard: time (in fact only the qualitative 
ordering of messages is taken into account) and structuring. 

In real life, no event is actually timeless: this fact should be brought to the model level at 
least for relevant events. For this reason, messages are defined in § 4.2 as having three times 
associated with them: preprocessing time, post processing time and propagation time. 

Temporal quantification has an impact on the sequence of messages interchanged within 
the system and on the behaviour and performance of the system itself. 

The issue of time is crucial to a complete system specification especially if this description 
will be used to derive requirements for the real components of the system under 
implementation. 

The second issue, structuring concepts, is needed if modular development of system 
models is of concern: this is a sure issue with models of industrial interest. The condition 
construct introduced by Z.l20 seem to be too weak to describe and compose efficiently 
different parts of the system. In fact, the parts of system which can be isolated by means of 
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conditions can be too small to be meaningful in themselves, so that they can be simulated 
separately. Moreover, the condition construct seems to be very similar to the notorious goto 
statement of programming languages: we have decided to define more rigorous structuring 
concepts in order to avoid "spaghetti" interaction diagrams. 

3 TIDE VS. OBJECT ORIENTED METHODOLOGIES: EVENT TRACES 
AND USE CASES 

Interaction diagrams are a substantial part of two object oriented modelling methodologies: 
Rumbaugh's Object Modelling Technique (OMT) [3] and Jacobson's Objectory [1, 2], the 
former giving emphasis to the structure of the system (via the Class/Object definition), the 
latter giving emphasis to the behaviour of the system (e.g. the Use Case/Interaction Diagram). 

OMT uses interaction diagrams to describe the interactions and the information exchanges 
between the objects once they have been identified. OMT calls such diagrams Event Trace 
Diagrams in contrast to State Transition Diagrams which model the internal state transitions 
of each object. Internal transitions can be stimulated by events and can cause events to be 
emitted towards other objects. Objects are represented by vertical lines and event as arrows 
between objects. Events are ordered in time although no temporal quantification is 
considered. 

Jacobson proposes Use Cases in [1,2] as part of its object oriented methodology 
Objectory. He suggests that a good way to state an engineering or reengineering task is to 
express the requirements from the stand point of the user, i.e. according to observable 
external behaviours. 

According to this approach, a use case is a sequence of events which is followed by the 
system in order to fulfil a task submitted by an external user. Use cases are not necessarily a 
deterministic flow of events, but a set of possible event sequences which are undertaken in 
order to complete a given task; in this sense they describe a class of possible action flows. 

External entities (e.g. the system clients) are inserted into the model in form of actors, 
which provide the external stimuli for the use case. 

The system as a whole can be characterized by a set of use cases, which represent all 
possible functionality of the system. A first semi-formal description of a use case can be 
stated by means of natural language, this can then be detailed as Interaction Diagrams which 
show the flow of events within the system and with the external environment and possibly the 
times taken to perform a given task. 

Objectory pushes the object oriented approach to use cases as well: use case descriptions 
can take advantage of two inheritance relationships, namely the uses and extends relationships 
which allow to build on previously defined use cases. 

The uses relationship allows to factor out common parts of use cases; such parts can then 
be instantiated by the another use case. 

The extends relationship allows to add variations to a basic use case. 
In [10] the single relationship adds is defined for the combination of use cases; adds is 

both a unification and a generalization to uses and extends in the sense that it allows to insert 
zero, one or more descriptions of a use case into another one. 

We will show that TIDe supports the semantics of the above relationships introducing the 
concept of Interaction Diagram module and associated composition constructs. 

Both Objectory and OMT don't consider simulation of Interaction Diagrams. The reasons 
brought in by their authors are that communications, conflicts and concurrency among agents 
cannot be modelled at the use case level. 
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However, we will show that is possible to get some meaningful and useful results from the 
simulation of timed interaction diagrams: as an example it is possible to obtain performance 
figures of a system at an early stage of its implementation. 

For the above purpose, TIDe defines a standard behaviour for its objects as far 
concurrency control and conflict resolution; moreover, the communication involved between 
objects can be explicitly described within the model itself. 

4 BASIC TIDE CONSTRUCTS: SCENARIOS, MESSAGES AND 
CONCATENATION 

TIDe allows designers to develop system models in a compositional way. In this paragraph 
we will deal with the basic constructs in TIDe, namely agents, messages and scenarios and we 
will define how scenarios can be combined into larger pictures by means of concatenation. 

Both a graphical and a textual form can be used for TIDe interaction diagrams; in the 
following we will use both notations without going into the details since both forms are rather 
intuitive. 

4.1 Agents 

An agent is an entity which receives a sequence of messages, possibly takes some time to 
process the information carried by every message and then reacts sending one or more 
messages. As usual, in the graphical notation, agents are represented by vertical bars. 

Interaction diagrams are a message passing based model: TIDe assumes buffered 
communications between agents: every agent has its input queue, where incoming messages 
are posted; messages are handled according to a FIFO policy: the length of input queues is 
virtually infinite, hence communications are never blocking. 

Agents can be seen as "black boxes" performing some sort of computation on messages; in 
a real environment, computations are carried on by computational resources (e.g. computers). 
For this reason TIDe model of a rela environment allows to map agents to resources 
performing them (see§ 6 for further details). 

4.2 Messages 

A message (also called stimulus or event) involves two agents, the sender and the receiver 
and represents the flow of an atom of information among them; each message has a name 
which is unique within the scenario and is represented in the graphical form by an arrow 
starting from the sender and ending in the receiver (see Fig 4.1). At present messages have no 
arguments, i. e. they do not carry any information other than their presence; this is not due to 
a limitation of the underlying model. 

The sending of messages is event driven, i.e. each message m A -> B in a scenario is 
issued by agent A after all its precondition events have been received (messages ending in A 
and specified before m either in the textual or the graphical form). 

In TIDe, the activity of sending a message has been further split into three tasks: 
preprocessing task, postprocessing task and propagation task. The first task allows to model 
the operations performed by the sender before sending the message; the second task allows to 
model the operations performed by the receiver when the message is received, the third 
allows to model the physical transport of the message from the sender to the receiver. Of 
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course, tasks are not modelled in their operative details; instead, only the relevant features of 
message processing, (i.e. synchronizations and time of computations) are modelled. 

For the preprocessing and postprocessing tasks, we define the effort associated with a task 
as a value proportional to the number of basic processing operations (e.g. machine cycles) to 
be performed on the computing resource in order to have the task completed. 

Loosely speaking, the time taken to complete the tasks associated to messages is directly 
proportional to the effort associated to them (i.e. the higher the effort, the longer the time) 
and inversely proportional to the power of the processing resource which is supporting the 
agent perfoming the task. 

The same applies to the communication task, with the effort defined as a value 
proportional to the number of basic communications operations (e.g. bytes transmitted) 
performed by transmission resources called links in TIDe. 

Efforts are given as stochastic quantities generated according to parametric distributions; 
TIDe at present supports exponential, normal, uniform and constant distributions. 

As we will see later when dealing with resource speed, considering the efforts instead of 
the times is useful, since times can be changed by changing the speed of the desired resource. 

AI A2 

Preprocessing effort tl 
[ ........................ . 

Propagation effort t2 t 
rn (tl; t2; t3) Al -> A2 

Postprocessing effort t3 

Fig. 4.1: Message 

4.3 More about the temporal ordering of messages 

To define more formally the behaviour of TIDe as far as message ordering and time, we 
define an agent in terms of the messages received and sent. 

An agent A is defined by the triple <M, •• M~·· C> 
where: 

• M .. = { m", m,2, ••• , m .. } is the set of all messages received by agent A 
• M ... = { m ... m.2, ••• , m., } is the set of messages sent by agent A 
• C is a set of direct causal relationships (=>) between sets of messages sent and received 

defined as follows: 
C = { c: I => 0 I I <;:;; M, •• 0 <;:;; M""" } 
and=> is a relationship defined as follow: 
I'=>' 0 iffVm, E I, V m. E 0 (m, < m. A -,:3m EM,. (m, < m< m.)) 
'<' is a precedence relationship between messages processed by A: we say that m, < m, 
iff: 

• m,E M .. 
• ffi, E Mout 

• m, comes before m, in the textual representation of the message sequence defining 
a scenario (see § 4.4) or, in the graphical form, the arrow associated tom, enters 
the line associated to A before m, leaves the same line. 
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Notice that, for every c: I => 0, no temporal ordering is assumed for the messages in 
either I or 0; i.e., messages in I can be received in any ordering and messages in 0 can be 
sent in any ordering provided all messages in I have been received. 

The total ordering of events processed and generated by an agent is defined at execution 
time and depends on the status of the system (e.g. concurrency between agents, conflicts on 
computational resources etc.). 

This simple agent behaviour will be refined later when defining concatenation (§ 4.4) and 
alternative sequences(§ 5.2). 

4.4 Scenarios: templates, instances and concatenations 

The basic construct supporting structured modelling in TIDe is the scenario. 
A scenario description involves a number of agents and a sequence of messages 

interchanged among the agents. 
TIDe allows scenarios to be defined as templates; templates can be instantiated to obtain 

the real system configuration. 
A scenario template describes a possible sequence of events. The same behaviour 

described in a scenario template can occur many times in the system in the form of scenario 
instances. TIDe allows multiple instantiation of the same scenario and each scenario instance 
can be independently activated in different parts of the system model. 

Whenever a scenario instance is created, an instance of each of the agents participating in 
it is created; if a scenario has multiple instances, the agents created are independent on each 
other, but it's also possible to state that the same agent instance participates in more than one 
scenario instance (see§ 4.5); moreover, agent instances are mapped to resources in a flexible 
way: one or more agent instances can run on the same resource. 

The simplest form of a scenario is a sequence of messages interchanged among the agents 
involved in the scenario. In § 5.2 we will see that TIDe allows alternative choices for a 
message sequence, so a scenario actually describes a set of possible message traces. 

For the purpose of concatenation, we define structured scenarios. 
A structured scenario has a single entry point called starting agent (the special agent in) 

and a single exit point called ending agent (out). The starting agent generates the messages 
starting the scenario in response to an external stimulus, while the ending agent receives the 
final messages in the scenario. Such messages represent the output of the scenario; they can 
be presented as initial stimuli to the next scenario: this construction is referred to as 
concatenation. 

The message sequence described in a scenario is generated whenever a message comes 
from the outside to the starting agent; the actual message sequence stemming from such 
stimulus will be referred to as a simulation flow (or simply aflow). An execution of a model 
for the purpose of simulation gives rise to a number of such flows, one for each stimulus 
message; flows belonging to the same scenario can be different (both in message ordering and 
exchanged messages see § 5.2), due to the stochastic distribution of the efforts. In other 
words, a scenario is a procedure which can have many instances in the system and whose 
behaviour can be repeated several times for each instance during the simulation. 

The initial stimulus propagates through different scenario instances by means of 
concatenation. 

Instances of scenarios can be named and concatenated in a number of ways: 
• simple concatenation: Sl -> s2: a flow starts in instance s2 whenever a flow reaches the 

end agent of s1. 
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• fork concatenation: s -> [ Sl ; s2 . . . Snl -> Tall the message sequences of scenarios 
Sl, s2 . . . sn start when instance s ends. T starts when sl, s2, . . . sn end. 

• alternative concatenation: s -> { [pl] Sl; [p2] s2 . . . [pn] Sn } -> T one of 
the n message sequences of scenarios Sl, . . . sn will be started according to its 
probability Pi when the sequence in instance s ends; the sequence in instance T will start 
when the alternative chosen before ends. 

• cyclic concatenation: (Sl -> s2 -> ... -> Sn) this means that a new flow can be 
started in instance s1 when the previous flow has reached the end of instance sn. 

Concatenation combines scenario instances in more complex pictures; from the point of 
view of use cases this implements the extends relationship. Each concatenation states the 
presence of a possibly complex use case; different use cases can be simulated in parallel 
considering their possible interactions when different instances of different concatenations are 
made. 

4.5 Agent sharing and concatenation 

Agent instances can participate in different scenario instances; there are two ways to achieve 
this: explicit agent sharing and concatenation. 

Explicit agent sharing is possible by means of the construct A = same ( agtl, agt2, ... , 
agtn); in terms of the notation introduced in § 4.3, agent A is defined as <M., M,", C> 
where: 

M,, = M,.(agt,) u M,,(agt2) u ... u M,,(agt.) 
M.,., = M, • .(agt.) u M,..(agt,) u ... u M.,.,(agt,) 
C = C(agt,) u C(agt2) u ... u C(agt.) 
More informally, agent A will react to all the stimuli processed by the single agents 

composing it with the same messages. 
The other way of sharing an agent is by means of concatenation; recalling the same 

notation, we give here the construction in the case of a simple concatenation s1 -> s2. 
First of all, we remark that the starting and ending agents of a scenario instance are special 

agents in the sense that agent in contains a subset of messages in M,, without preconditions 
(call this set first( in)), while agent out contains a subset of M," without consequences (call it 
last( out)). These are the starting and ending set of messages respectively. 

Concatenation relates the ending messages of a scenario to the starting messages of the 
following one. 

More formally, given the agents 
S l.out <M,,(S l.out), M,.,(S l.out), C(S l.out)> 
S2.in <M,,(S2.in), M.,.,(S2.in), C(S2.in)> 
The interface agent S will be defined as follows: 
S < M,,(Sl.out) u M,,(S2.in), 

M."'(S l.out) u M.,.,(S2.in), 
C(S !.out) u C(S2.in) u { last(S !.out)=> first(S2.in) } > 

where: 
cl: last(Sl.out) => 0, c1 E C(Sl.out) 
c2: 0 => first(S2.in) c2 E C(S2.in) 
are the two special causal relationship for ending and starting messages respectively. 
Informally, agent S propagates the flow from instance Sl to instance S2, retaining the 

capability of reacting to both the stimuli of S Lout and S2.in. For reasons of space, we do not 
go into the details of the other possible concatenations. 
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4.6 Example 

Consider a simple system where a phone user can either call a friend (and this happens say 70 
times out of 100 when he picks up the phone) or call the telephone company in order to get 
information. 

We give a modular description of this simple system. A first scenario template contains the 
messages starting a telephone call. A second scenario describes the process that take place at 
the telephone company office when any request of information arrives: the operator starts a 
query to the database, gets the answer back and passes it to the end user. The third scenario 
describes the behaviour of the called friend: he/she hears the ring, picks up the phone and 
talks to the caller. The textual form shows message timings which have been omitted from the 
graphic form for drawing convenience. 

The static description of the scenarios involved in the system is given in first part of Fig. 
4.2. A possible instance of the real system is performed by the end part of specification in 
Fig. 4.2: we have one instance of the caller scenario; this instance can activate with 70% 
probability the CONVERSATION instance and with 30% probability the INFO instance. The 
caller can send a new request when the former is finished. § 5.2 will show an equivalent 
description involving just one scenario description. 

CALLER in out 
scenario CALLER 

I~ 
{call (gauss:7,2;;) in-> out} 

scenario INFO 
{ agents { db } 

query (gauss:0.5,0.05; 
gauss:0.5,0.05; 
gauss:0.5,0.05) 

in -> db 
result ( ;0.5,0.05) 

db-> in 
answer (gauss:0.2,0.002; 

gauss:2,0.2; ) 
in -> out 

INFO 

in 

CONVERSATION scenario CONVERSATION 

insslkl out 

2 

e 

{ talkl (exp:0.5;exp:0.5;) 
in -> out 

talk2 (exp:0.5;exp:0.5;) 
out -> in 

bye (0.25;0.25;) 
in -> out 

run CALLER as C; 
run INFO as I; 
run CONVERSATION as CONV; 

Query 

result 

(C -> { [70] CONV ; [30] I } ) 

Fig. 4.2: A simple example 

db out 

answer 
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5 ADVANCED FEATURES: ALTERNATIVE 
ITERATIVE CONSTRUCTS AND COMPOSITION. 

SEQUENCES, 

This paragraph describes some constructs used for the definition of the message sequences 
describing the scenarios. Among these features we define loops, alternative sequences and 
scenario nesting. 

5.1 Cyclic sequences: repeat and loop 

Two kind of cyclic sequences are allowed: repeat and loop. 
repeat repeats the sequence of messages enclosed a number of times; every time through 

the sequence, a number of messages ending in a unique agent is issued. This construct acts as 
a flow source (see § 4.4) and is used to bring to model level the simulation generation of 
flows; in fact the messages generated in response to these are emitted every time the loop is 
executed. This is useful to derive complex stimulation from an initial simple start. 

loop simply repeats the message sequence enclosed a number of times. The message 
sequence enclosed in a loop is a particular sequence that starts and ends in the same agent. 
loop does not create new flows, but it is useful to model those system behaviours where it is 
necessary to repeat a set of operations. The sequence is repeated for a given (possibly 
stochastic) number of times or until a given interval of time has passed. Since messages don't 
carry any information, we have not found very useful to define a condition driven loop; to 
model the fact that a given sequence of operations is repeated until a given condition is met 
can be modeled by a loop where those operations are repeated a number of times which can 
vary in a given range. 

E.g. if in the former example we wanted to model the fact that the conversation between 
the two people can involve a number of sentences and answers between five and ten, we 
would write the conversation scenario as follows: 

scenario CONVERSATION { 
loop (times (uni: 5,10)) { 
talkl in -> out 
talk2 out -> in 
} 
bye in -> out 
} 

5.2 Alternative sequences 

TIDe provides a construct to describe alternative behaviours for scenarios: this construct is 
select. For each flow, select determines in the set of message sequences enclosed which 
sequence the flow must go on with. The choice is made according to the probability 
associated to each sequence. This construct allows to model alternative behaviours as a 
response to the same stimulus; this gives rise to different execution traces (sequences of 
messages actually executed) which are "variations" on the same main theme described by the 
scenario. 

Using the select construct we can write an equivalent scenario description for the system 
of the example. This description accounts for the fact that an agent's behaviour can be split 
among different scenario description an then unified by means of the keyword same by means 
of concatenation. The result is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

The essential difference between merging agents and defining a unique agent by hand is 
that each scenario can describe only the part of the agent which responds to the messages 
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issued in that scenario; if a single agent were to be defined, also the different scenario 
description should be put together in a single more complex scenario (as the example shows). 

More formally, we can give the behaviour of an agent A performing a select in terms of 
the notation of§ 4.3: given 

A= <M., M 00,, C> 
where M .. and M," are the usual set of input and output messages of A, C is defined as 

follow: 
C = { c: I=>. 0 I I!::::: M,,, 0 M'"<J } 
where '=>; is either the relationship => defined in § 4.3 or the the new relationship '=>.ro; 
defined as follows: 

I =>prob <Opp,> ® <O,,p,> ... ® <O,,p,> iff 
\1m, E I, \1m, E o. (m, < m, A -,:3m E M,, (m, < m < m,)), k = l, ... ,n A 

<I causes either OI' or 0, or ... 0, exclusively according to probabilty pi' p2, ••• p,> 

COVIPLETE 
in 

call 

I 
I 

A db 

I 

I answer 
I I r----- _____ .., 
I talkl t:~ 1 

I talk2 I 
I I 
I bye I 
r---- -----

end 

Fig. 5.1: Simple example revisited 

out 

A same (C. out, I. in, CONV. in) 

run COMPLETE as ALL 
(ALL ) 

5.3 Composition: using scenario instances instead of simple messages 

The description of a scenario can be more complex than being a set of possibly alternative 
sequences of messages; the description of a scenario can involve the presence of other 
scenario instances in order to be completed. TIDe gives the possibility to insert in a scenario 
description the instantiation of scenarios and their concatenation, meaning that such 
configuration will be created when the enclosing scenario is instantiated. This new 
concatenation of instances is than used within the main scenario by means of composition. A 
composition allows to specify a concatenation instead of a simple message between two 
agents, meaning that the interaction between the two agents is expressed by means of a sort of 
procedure. This allows to factor reusable behaviours and to use them where needed. 

Consider again the example: suppose we had already defined a scenario describing all the 
details of the setting up of a phone call in a scenario description CALL_SETUP and that we 
would like to incorporate all those details when the user calls either for information or for a 
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conversation. All we need to do is to insert a run of an instance of CALL_SETUP (call it CS) 
in the CALLER description and then to substitute the message call in -> out in the same 
description with cs in -> out. When the C instance of CALLER will be created, a local CS 
instance will be created in order to complete the call task. 

We can also say that the C instance uses the CS instance: composition is thus a natural way 
to support the uses relationship for use cases. 

6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION MODEL: RESOURCES AND LINKS 

The features described so far allow for the functional definition of the system. 
For the purpose of simulation (e.g. performance evaluation) same details of the phisical 

reality need to be specified. 
We need to consider possible implementations of the behaviours described by means of 

messages and to take into account the effects of actually distributing the system. 
For short, we need a simulated environment supplying a simplified view of a real 

environment in order to take the impact of a possible implementation into account at an early 
design stage. 

We have found that, in an environment characterized by actions and message interchange, 
the basic abstraction of computational capabilities and transmission features should be 
supported in a simulated environment. TIDe provides both in the form of resources and links 
respectively. 

6.1 Resources 

Agents can be seen as message processing tasks within the system; different procedures can 
be carried on by the same active entity. An active entity can either be a person in charge of 
some task or a computer; in general an active entity is anything able to perform a series of 
operations. 

We call such active entities resources and we say that agents are mapped on resources or 
assigned to a resource which executes them. 

Any agent instance is charged to one resource when the corresponding scenario instance is 
created. 

If different agents are assigned to the same resource, conflicts may arise. 
Resources serve the agents according to a round-robin policy; resources cannot be pre

empted, i.e. no message can be handled while a resource is busy in executing the pre
processing or the post-processing of another message. 

This approach allows to consider the effects of concurrency from the performance 
evaluation point of view, in particular the time needed to complete a series of operations 
doesn't depend on the duration of the single activities only, but also on the time taken to 
perform other instructions belonging to the agents assigned to the same resource. 

When the user maps agents to resources, a possible system configuration is given. This 
means that we have a prototype of a possible implementation of the system. This 
implementation can be simulated in order to evaluate performance bottlenecks. By changing 
the configuration, the effects of making a different distribution of the system can be 
evaluated, thus giving the possibility to choose the solution which yields the best results. 

Changing the configuration of the system (e.g. adding resources or changing 
agent/resource association) is only one way to face unsatisfactory performance results. 
Another way could be to use faster resources. 
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In § 4.2 we have considered the effort associated to the processing of messages: effort is 
the number of basic operations needed to complete a task. We now define the notion of 
resource speed as the number of basic operations which can be performed by a resource in a 
simulated time unit. The time needed to perform a task requiring a given effort depends on 
the speed of the resource performing it: the faster the resource, the shorter the time. 

So, if the user wants to consider the effect of using faster or slower resources during the 
implementation of a system, he/she needs only to change the speed attribute of the involved 
resource. 

The TIDe definition of a resource states the resource speed and- the agent instances 
assigned to it; agents which are not explicitly assigned to a resource, are carried on by a 
default resource with a default speed. 

6.2 Links 

Messages involve communication capabilities among agents; it is possible to ask about the 
effects of an actual implementation of such communications in the real system. Links allow 
to bring to the simulation level the effect of communication and to consider possible delays 
introduced by the necessity of sharing a transmission medium. 

A link is a possibly physical means of communication between two or more agents; 
messages are delivered through links. 

Just as resources, links have a speed; the speed of a link is the number of basic information 
units which can be delivered in a simulated time unit. The time taken to transmit a message 
depends on the effort associated to the message itself and on the load of the link, i.e. the 
number of messages being carried by the link. 

In the same way, we can consider the effect of using faster or slower links and the impact 
of reassigning links for communication, possibly changing their number. 

The TIDe specification of a link states its speed and the messages passing through it; 
messages which are not assigned to any link are assigned to a default link with a default 
speed. 

6.3 Example 

Resources and links can now be inserted into our example. 
To keep things simple we consider the definition of Fig. 5.1. 
Fig. 6.1 shows ALL, the only instance of the scenario COMPLETE present in the system 

model and the resource and link mapping. 
We have considered the fact that the user calls both the telephone company and another 

user by means of a telephone line, while the interaction between the operator and the database 
takes place on a dedicated line. 

Agents are independent on each other, so each one has a dedicated resource. 
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ALL 
LAN-

in A db out Line-

resources { 
- DB_RES 5 {ALL.db} 

I 
I 
I links { 

I 
Line 3 {ALL. call, 

ALL.answer, 
-I ALL.talkl, 

I ALL.talk2, 
I ALL.bye, 

I ALL.end 

I 
} 

LAN 30 { ALL. query, 
ALL.result 

end } 

Fig. 6.1: Assigning resources and links to the example 

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: OBSERVATION FEATURES 

Efforts associated to messages allow to characterize the relevant actions in a system, 
resources and links introduce some details of the real implementation of the model. This 
features allow to derive, by means of simulation, some results about the performances of the 
system. 

One of the relevant parameters to be evaluated as a result of a simulation is the length of 
the message queues associated to agents. Each agent has a message queue where messages are 
posted; messages coming from other agents and possibly belonging to different flows, 
accumulate in an agent queue. It can be relevant to evaluate the mean value of the number of 
messages present in a queue in order to state if the associated agent can cope with the amount 
of work presented to it. 

Another interesting parameter is the end-to-end delay between the sending of a message 
and the receiving of another one. This allows to evaluate the mean amount of time needed to 
perform a relevant task. 

Moreover, it is possible to evaluate the percentage of usage of a resource and the 
percentage of activity of a given agent over the total amount of simulation time. 

The evaluation of such parameters is done on a statistical basis once a suitable number of 
samples of the requested quantities has been collected. 

TIDe supplies a set of observation constructs; a section of a TIDe specification is devoted 
to define the names of the parameters and quantities to be evaluated. 

Observation constructs are the following: 
• delay (ml, m2) : evaluates the delay between the sending of message ml and the receiving 

of message m2. 
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• length (agent .msg): evaluates the mean value of the length of the queue associated to 
agent when msg is handled 

• used (resource): gives the percentage of time resource has been active for during the 
simulation 

• work (agent): gives the percentage of time agent has been busy for during the 
simulation. 

8 RESULTS 

TIDe has been implemented in a first prototype. 
TIDe language semantics has been implemented by means of translation to another 

language: PROMELA+ [5,6]. 
PROMELA+ is a temporal extension to PROMELA developed at CSEL T; the original 

PROMELA [4] language developed at AT&T doesn't allow temporal quantification of 
actions. 

In [7] an alternative approach to a PROMELA implementation of interaction diagrams has 
been presented; our approach extends this one in the sense that temporal quantification and 
performance simulation is possible. 

Based on PROMELA+, a complete simulation environment for the performance 
evaluation of PROMELA+ models has been developed: we call this environment YES. 

YES is a simulator based on the multiple run technique: independent runs of the same 
PROMELA+ specification are executed; each run produces a number of samples for the 
parameters under evaluation; such samples are then statistically analyzed according to 
estimation theory in order to produce the desired results. 

We first translate a TIDe specification into a semantically equivalent PROMELA+ 
specification which is then simulated in order to yield the TIDe simulation results. 

As an example we can see the results obtained for the example used so far. To make the 
simulation more meaningful we consider five callers (instead of one) calling either the 
information desk or a friend for a conversation (on the contrary these are unique) and we 
estimate the meantime needed to get information. We assume that the user waits on the line if 
the call cannot be handled at once. Fig. 8.1 (a) shows the complete code. 

Fig. 8.1 (b) shows the samples collected for the call duration during a single run, Fig. 
8.l(c) shows the simulation results run after run. 

The x axis of Fig. 8.1 (b) shows the ordinal number of the sample, while the y axis gives 
the value of the sample in time units. 

Fig. 8.1 (c) shows the evolution of the estimate run after run; the x axis plots the number of 
the run while the y axis gives the value in time units; the plot gives the current mean value 
and the confidence interval of the requested precision for that value. 

The final result is that the overall time taken to answer a call for information is almost 8.5 
simulated time units, say minutes. This time is slightly higher than the sum of the timings of 
the messages involved in an information request; this is due to the fact that requests are 
queued up because of the concurrency among the different users. 

The simulation is stopped when the requested precision has been reached for the 
estimate. 
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scenario CALLER 
{call {gauss:7,2;;) in-> out} 
scenario INFO 
{ agents { db } 

query (gauss:0.5,0.05;gauss:0 . 5,0.05;gauss:0.5,0.05) in-> db 
result ( ;0.5,0.05) db -> in 
answer (gauss:0.2,0.002;gauss : 2,0.2; ) in-> out 

scenario CONVERSATION 
{ talkl {exp:0.5;exp:0.5;) in-> out 

talk2 (exp:0 . 5;exp:0 . 5;) out-> in 
bye (0.25;0.25;) in-> out 

} 
run CALLER as C[5]; 
run INFO as I; 
run CONVERSATION as CONV; 
resources { 

DB_RES 5 { INFO.db } 
} 
links { 

} 

Line 3 {C[l .. 5] .call, 
I.answer, 
CONV.talkl, 
CONV.talk2 , 
CONV.bye } 

LAN 30 (I.query, 
I.result 

(C[l .. 5] -> { [70] CONV [30] I } ) 

Fig. 8.l(a) 
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Fig. 8.l(b) Fig. 8.l(c) 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented an approach to timed interaction diagrams modelling and simulation we 
have experimented within the context of the TIDe tool. 

The language suggested is perfectly suitable to describe any system which can be modelled 
as a message interaction among a given number of agents. 

We have also seen that the given approach allows to develop modular systems and to 
compose different part of the system itself. 
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This fits in the context of object oriented methodologies, where use cases can 
incrementally be added new parts by means of the extends and uses relationships. We have 
seen that such relationships can be handled by our language by means of concatenation or 
composition. However, our class construct (the scenario) does not allow inheritance at 
present; as a result meaningless compositions can be performed, since no hierarchical 
description can impose that concatenation and composition are used in a constrained and 
consistent way. We believe that a significant improvement to our approach could be done by 
conforming more strictly to a hierarchical description approach. 

At present we assume a default behaviour for objects within the system (agent FIFO 
queues and resource round-robin scheduling); more work need to be done in order to 
integrate the interaction diagram giving the use case behaviour, with a formal and detailed 
model of the objects involved in it (e.g. state transition diagrams), thus giving a more 
complete simulation approach. 

We believe that our language is powerful enough to cope with a large number of 
modelling tasks, being use case analysis the most outstanding and well agreed example. 

With respect to the basic constructs allowed by Z.l20, the number of constructs which can 
be inserted in a TIDe description has been limited: it is no yet clear to us if the expressive 
power of the language is actually reduced by such limitations or not: hints and discussions are 
welcome. 

The ability of developing a system model in a modular way introduces another interesting 
issue: what if we substitute model modules with real implemented part of the system? This 
could be possible on the interface level: it would be sufficient to give the implemented 
module the same message interface of the substituted module. This would be useful for test 
case generation and testing in general and we plan to do some step in this direction. 
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